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Introduction

This booklet contains information about the subjects students may choose to
study in Years 9 and 10, in order to satisfy the requirements for the award of
the Record of School Achievement (ROSA). Students will already have had an
opportunity to shape their studies by selecting the language that they study in
Year 8. In Year 9, students are given more choice to follow their interests.
Therefore, with more choice comes more decision-making and whilst this can
be exciting, some students may also be uncertain about whether the course of
study is appropriate.

Building powerful learners is a key part of our mission as a school and this, of
course, continues into Stage 5 where the habits of learning that they have
cultivated over the junior years become more important than ever. Stretching
those ‘learning muscles’ of resilience, resourcefulness, reflectiveness and
reciprocity should take centre stage, whilst restoration, our place in and
response to God’s grand design, provides the foundation and motivation.

To those students who may be uncertain about the process of choosing electives, I offer the following
advice: choose subjects that you are interested in, choose subjects that will challenge you. In general, senior
courses (Years 11 and 12) leading to the Higher School Certificate do not require a pre-requisite subject to
have been studied in Years 9 and 10. One exception may be the level of Mathematics studied. Therefore,
when considering your Electives, choose those courses that you anticipate you will enjoy. If you enjoy the
activities, you are more likely to engage in the learning. Secondly, choose those subjects that will be
challenging. If you set high expectations for yourself, you have a goal to reach. Choosing a subject in which
you simply ‘coast’, can lead to boredom and a lack of motivation. Choose subjects for yourself and not
because of what your friends are choosing. Each person has different interests, different skills and different
goals. In fact, you may change your friendship groups during Years 9 and 10 but you will not necessarily be
able to change your subjects. Similarly, try not to anticipate which teachers will be teaching or not teaching
a particular subject. The allocation of teaching staff to particular classes will change from year to year.

Another factor that is often over-emphasised is that the choice of certain subjects leads to specific careers.
Rather, it is far wiser to choose a range of subjects that will maximise your final results and allow you to
develop a set of generic skills that give you flexibility when applying for jobs or seeking further study.

I urge all students to talk to a range of staff, to visit the NESA website for subject specific information and to
involve parents/caregivers in the process. I wish all students the very best for Years 9 and 10 and hope that
they successfully meet the challenges that they will encounter.

Mrs Therese Connor
Deputy Principal (Learning and Innovation)
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Year Coordinator

Years 9 and 10 at Nowra Anglican College are crucial in your development
as a learner and as a confident young person. Exciting and new
opportunities arise and you are able to engage in a variety of interesting
elective subjects. I encourage you to consider the subjects offered at the
college and how these will support your academic and personal growth.

You are encouraged to think about your passions and ambitions and how
elective subjects will enable you to strive towards your goals. Choose
subjects that will enhance your personal growth and consider this
experience as a time for having the freedom to spark new friendships and
open new pathways to learning.

Carefully read through the descriptions for subjects offered and discuss
your options with teachers and family so that you can make informed
decisions. You are encouraged to fully embrace this time and take ownership of your learning so that you
can grow in knowledge, embrace new friendships and share common interests.

All the best with your subject selections and remember, I will support you as you develop into an
independent learner that embodies resilience and responsibility as well as a love of learning.

Mrs Wilson
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Information about the Record of School Achievement (RoSA)

The Record of School Achievement is awarded by the NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA), to eligible
students at the end of their formal secondary schooling. Under NSW law, all children must be engaged in
some type of education until they turn 17 years of age – either through secondary schooling or in some type
of vocational training. The awarding of the RoSA is their exit qualification. When a student decides to
terminate formal secondary schooling, the College will advise NESA and this will activate the process. The
student will then receive their RoSA via Students Online portal.

To receive the RoSA, students are required to study courses each year in Years 7-10 in:

● English
● Mathematics
● Science
● Human Society and its Environment (HSIE) and
● Personal Development, Health and Physical Education (PD,

Health & PE).

At some time during Years 7-10, students are also required to
study courses in:

● Creative Arts
● Technology and Applied Studies and
● Languages Other Than English.

Students in Year 10 will be required to sit for the Minimum
Standards tests in:

● Reading
● Writing and
● Numeracy.

Students must gain a score at Level 3 or better to enable them to qualify for the award of the Higher School
Certificate.

Students are also awarded a grade for each of the courses they have studied in Years 9 and 10. The grades
are based on a set of descriptors that make up what is known as the Common Grade Scale. The grade
indicates a student's full range of achievements in each course.

For each course satisfactorily completed in Years 10 and 11, the student is awarded a grade (A-E) by the
student's school. Course Performance Descriptors developed by NESA are used in this process to ensure a
consistent statewide standard and describe the typical performance by students in each grade.

NOTE: Any student who fails to fulfil the requirements for the award of the RoSA will not gain this
credential. Instead, the student will receive a Transcript of Study, listing only those subjects which the
student has successfully completed. Students may request a transcript during their time at school if it is
required by another agency or organisation.
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Selection of Year 9 and 10 Electives

In addition to studying the compulsory core subjects of Mathematics, English, Science, Geography, History,
and PD, Health & PE, students have the opportunity to select an additional pattern of subjects that best
suits their needs and interests.

In 2023, students will select two electives. These electives will appear on their transcript of the ROSA.

Year 9 and 10 Elective Courses offered at NAC

Below are the subjects offered for study in Years 9 and 10. You will find more information about each course
later on in this booklet. Please note, not all subjects listed below will necessarily be on offer in any given
year. The subject selection process will provide us with the information to determine the demand for
subjects.

Stage 5 Electives

Aboriginal Studies Industrial Technology (Electronics)

Agricultural Technology Industrial Technology (Timber)

Commerce Information Software Technology (IST)

Dance Japanese

Design & Technology Marine and Aquaculture Technology

Drama Music

Food Technology Physical Activity & Sport Studies (PASS)

French Visual Art

History (Elective)
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People You Could Speak To
The process of choosing Elective subjects can be somewhat daunting. In making these decisions, you and
your parents may wish to consult with a number of people, including people who have expertise outside of
the College environment.

General Advice

● Mrs Sampson Principal
● Mrs Connor Deputy Principal (Learning and Innovation)
● Mr Bridges Acting Deputy Principal (Wellbeing and Growth)
● Mr Bell Acting Head of Senior School
● Mrs Valentine                                               Head of Studies
● Mrs Witenden Pathways and Partnerships Coordinator
● Mrs Wilson Year Coordinator

Subject specific advice for Electives

(Please note, these teachers may not be teaching the elective)

● Ms McIntosh, Mrs Turner Drama

● Ms Reynolds History Elective
● Mr Riou and Mrs Warner French
● Mrs Brennan Japanese
● Mr Mitchell Commerce and Aboriginal Studies
● Mr Whitehouse, Mrs Frost Design and Technology
● Mr Whitehouse, Mr Roberts Industrial Technology (Timber)
● Mr Whitehouse Industrial Technology (Electronics),
● Mr Ebdon, Mr Whitehouse Information & Software Technology
● Ms McIntosh, Miss Sinden Music
● Ms McIntosh, Miss Sinden Dance
● Mr Whitehouse, Mrs Lawrence Food Technology
● Mr Ball, Mr Baker, Miss Karger PASS
● Mrs Frost Visual Arts
● Mr Whitehouse Agriculture
● Mr Whitehouse, Mr Davis Marine and Aquaculture Technology
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Subject Selection - Student Preparation and Process

Subject selections are managed via an online process. Students select the subjects they wish to study in
order of preference. These preferences are very important as they are used to determine the eventual
makeup of two elective subject lines (the groups of subjects that are taught at the same time of day). Many
factors are considered in the construction of subject lines including teacher availability and room
availability, but the greatest consideration is given to student choice. With so many students making choices
it is impossible to satisfy all students' wishes, however, this process involves the use of software to analyse
student choices and other timetable constraints to arrive at the best possible solution. After the subject
lines are published, a period of consultation will begin with students to either confirm their pattern of study
for 2023 or make adjustments if needed.

Student Subject Selection Preparation

1. Week 5A Monday 23rd May 2022 THRIVE time  - Subject Selection Booklets released to students

2. Week 6B Monday 30th May 2022 THRIVE time - Q & A session with leading teachers about subject

choices available and the process involved.

3. Week 6B Thursday 2nd June 2022 - Year 9 2023 Subject Selection Information Evening with parents

and students at the College from 5.00- 6.00pm. This will consist of an informative presentation and

all Heads of Departments will be present in the evening for any questions, clarifications or advice.

Student Subject Selection Process

Step 1

Students will receive an email on Week 7A on Monday 6th June 2022 during THRIVE time with a link to
complete their subject selection online. Students will make their subject choices by indicating their two
preferred electives and then a number of reserve subjects. They will do this by ranking these subjects in
order of preference. It is extremely important that students list the subjects in order of preference, rather
than just listing them in any order. If your child is absent during THRIVE time in Week 7 on Monday 6th June
2022 during THRIVE time , they will need to complete this form via email by Friday 10th June 2022. The
homeroom teacher or Year Coordinator will be able to assist in this process if required.

Step 2

Subject lines are established using student choices.

Step 3 - Subject Confirmation

Students will meet with a panel of staff in Term 2 Week 8/9 to review their subject choices and confirm a
final selection. Students have an opportunity to either accept the electives offered or change their original
selection from the published subject lines.

Changing subjects

Once the above timeline is complete, students will still be able to make changes to their subject selections if
required. Students may change their minds once the Year 9 course is underway. It may be possible to
change elective choices within Weeks 1-4 of Term 1 2023, but not later than week 4. This will be handled on
a case-by-case basis.
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Outlines of Subjects Offered

Aboriginal Studies

Description of Course

Aboriginal Studies, in Years 9–10, provides students with the opportunity to gain knowledge and
understanding of Aboriginal Peoples of Australia, their cultures and lifestyles. It is designed to be inclusive of
all students in NSW schools and is of value to both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal students. Aboriginal
students are empowered through exploring and celebrating their cultural and social heritage and its
longevity. They gain pride and cultural affirmation through the study of their local/regional community and
through the study of Aboriginal cultural diversity.

Value to Students

All students are able to develop an appreciation of Aboriginal identity and experiences – an appreciation
which acknowledges and addresses racism existing in Australian society and promotes inclusiveness.
Students have the opportunity to develop an appreciation of the unique value of Aboriginal Peoples and
their cultures to Australian identity. They can also gain knowledge about contemporary issues affecting
Aboriginal communities across Australia. The study of the local community and other Aboriginal
communities is important in developing an understanding of the diversity of Aboriginal Peoples and
communities. Students develop recognition of the fundamental importance of land and spirituality to all
Aboriginal Peoples. They also develop an understanding of the importance of autonomy and
self-determination to the future of both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people.

Topics Covered

Year 9

● Aboriginal Identities (Core)
● Aboriginal Visual Arts
● Aboriginal Performing Arts
● Aboriginal Oral and Written Expression

Year 10

● Aboriginal Autonomy (Core)
● Aboriginal People and Sport
● Aboriginal Film and Television

● Engaging with the Yuin Nation (Wandandian and Wodi Wodi) School Developed Option
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Agricultural Technology
Description of Course

Agricultural Technology is a science-based course which offers students the opportunity to explore the
production of the food we eat and the fibre we wear. Various units on different plants / animals are studied
throughout Years 9-10, which utilise both the practical plots we have at school as well as students
potentially participating in an excursion to complement an Industry Study and on-farm experiences.

The purpose of the subject is to provide ‘Paddock to Plate’ experiences for students so they can be informed
and involved in consuming and maybe shaping agricultural products in the present and future.

Topics Covered

Possible units to be studied in Stage 5 are:

• Vegetable Production

• Chicken Production - Broiler (Meat) or Egg

• Orchard (Fruit) Production

• Hydroponics (Growing plants in water)

• Ethical Eating (is it right to eat caged eggs? Is live export ok? etc)

• Chilli Production

• Beef Cattle Production
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Commerce

Description of Course

Commerce enables young people to develop the knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that
form the foundation on which they can make sound decisions about consumer, financial, economic,
business, legal, political and employment issues. It develops in students the ability to research information,
apply problem-solving strategies and evaluate options in order to make informed and responsible decisions
as individuals and as part of the community.

Value to Students

Students investigate the consumer, financial, economic, business, legal, political and employment world and
are provided with the opportunity to develop their research, decision-making and problem-solving skills.
Students develop an understanding of political and legal processes in order to become informed,
responsible and active citizens. Commerce provides opportunities for students to develop the skills required
to become responsible and independent individuals who can contribute to society.

Student learning in Commerce promotes critical thinking and the opportunity to participate in the
community. Students learn to identify, research and evaluate options when solving problems and making
decisions on matters relating to their consumer, financial, economic, business, legal, political and
employment interactions. They develop research and communication skills, including the use of ICT, and the
skills of working independently and collaboratively.

Topics Covered

● Towards independence

● Investing

● Economic & Business Environment

● Law, Society & Political Involvement
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Dance

Description of Course

Stage 5 Dance is designed for students with previous dance experience as well as those studying dance for
the first time. Students study Dance as a unique artform in which the body is the instrument for non-verbal
communication and expression.

The students will learn in various ways including theoretical and practical classroom lessons, group work,
class discussions, excursions, documentation of creative and reflective processes, research, and explorative
activities. Assessments also take various forms including performance of class and solo works, verbal
responses and presentations, essays and journals.

Value to Students

The study of Dance as an artform within the school environment is of special educational value to the
students’ total development, offering students new ways of learning through the three interrelated
components of dance performance, dance composition and dance appreciation. Students engage in
experiences that develop their knowledge and skills in dance technique and safe dance practice; the
processes and practices of dance composition to create and develop a personal response that
communicates intent; and the study of seminal artists and works for their contribution to the development
of dance.

Topics Covered

Students will be involved in learning activities that place emphasis on the three elements of Dance:

● Performance
● Composition
● Appreciation.

Some examples of the content covered in the course include:

● Dance Technique
● Safe and Healthy Dance Practice
● Basic Anatomy
● Critical reflection of a range of Dance in a range of social, cultural and historical contexts.
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Design & Technology

Description of Course

Design and Technology will provide the knowledge, skills and attributes students need to thrive in a rapidly
changing world. They will work in a collaborative classroom environment integrating key design
specialisations including graphics, objects, 3D visualisation, textiles, and experience design. Students will
build skills in established, new and emerging technologies both practical and digital, and develop the
capacity for design thinking, innovation and entrepreneurship.

Value to Students

This elective will provide a project-based, future-focused, and solution-led learning environment. It will
create students that are both resourceful and adventurous. They will be equipped with the knowledge, skills
and attributes needed to understand how design-led solutions can facilitate an exciting, sustainable world.

Topics Covered

Core Content

● A holistic approach to design
● Design processes
● Activity of designers

Possible Design Projects

● DIY project and instructional video
● Custom made hoodie
● Product photography and packaging
● Object and interior design
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Drama

Description of Course

The study of Drama explores and develops the physical, emotional, social, creative and expressive
capabilities of students – as well as developing a sense of oneself.

The syllabus provides opportunities for students to develop a range of skills and experiences through
making, performing and appreciating whilst also concentrating on areas of personal interest.

All the students will perform on Elective Drama Evenings and other performance opportunities offered at
the College.  Drama encompasses all aspects of the Theatre both on and behind the stage.

Value to Students

All students undertake a unit of playbuilding. Playbuilding refers to a group of students collaborating to
make their own piece of drama from a variety of stimuli. At least one other dramatic form or performance
style is studied. Examples of these include improvisation, mime, script, puppetry, small screen drama,
physical theatre, street theatre, mask, comedy and Shakespeare. Students also learn about the elements of
drama, various roles in the theatre, the visual impact of design, production elements and the importance of
the audience in any performance.

Students learn to make, perform and appreciate dramatic and theatrical works. They devise and enact
dramas using scripted and unscripted material and use acting and performance techniques to convey
meaning to an audience. They learn to respond to, reflect on and analyse their own work and the work of
others and evaluate the contribution of drama and theatre to enriching society.

Topics Covered

● Improvisation and Playbuilding
● Ancient Greek Theatre
● Creating a character
● Scripted Drama
● Shakespeare
● Political/Protest Theatre
● Realism
● Melodrama
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Food Technology

Description of Course

The study of Food Technology provides students with a broad knowledge and understanding of nutrition,
food consumption patterns, food properties, processing, and preparation. It addresses the importance of
hygiene and safe working practices and legislation in the production of food. It also provides students with a
context through which to explore the richness, pleasure, and variety food adds to life. Students develop
practical skills in preparing and presenting food that will enable them to select and use appropriate
ingredients, methods and equipment.

Value to Students

Through a study of food and its applications in domestic, commercial, industrial and global settings, the
syllabus caters to all students’ needs and interests. It contributes to both vocational and general life
experiences.

Integral to this course is the ability to design, produce and evaluate solutions to situations involving food.
These form part of a broad set of skills that are transferable to other studies, work, and life contexts that
students may encounter.

Topics Covered

Core Content

● Food Preparation and Processing
● Nutrition and consumption

Focus Areas

● Food in Australia
● Food equity
● Food product development
● Food selection and health
● Foodservice and catering
● Food for special needs
● Food for special occasions
● Food trends

Practical experiences

● Development of food preparation skills
● Design
● Produce
● Evaluate
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History (Elective)

Description of Course

History enables young people to develop an interest in and enjoyment of exploring the past. History Elective
provides opportunities to develop a knowledge and understanding of past societies and historical periods.

Value to Students

Students explore the nature of history, heritage and archaeology and the methods that historians use to
construct history through a range of thematic and historical studies. The construction of history is examined
through options such as oral history, museum or archive studies, historical fiction, media, biography or film.
Historical issues studied include the collection, display and reconstruction of the past, ethical issues of
ownership, preservation and conservation of the past. Features of a range of ancient, medieval and modern
societies are explored and students have the opportunity to study historical themes such as war and peace,
crime and punishment, music through history, slavery and gender in history.

Students undertake processes of historical inquiry, including understanding and analysing sources and
sequencing major historical events to show an understanding of continuity, change and causation. Students
develop an understanding of historical concepts such as empathetic understanding, significance and
contestability. They apply research and communication skills, including the use of ICT, and examine different
perspectives and interpretations to develop an understanding of a wide variety of viewpoints. Students are
provided with opportunities to construct a logical historical argument supported by relevant evidence and
to communicate effectively about the past for different audiences.

Topics options include:

● Topic 1: History, Heritage and Archaeology

● Topic 2: Ancient, Medieval and Modern Societies

● Topic 3: Thematic Studies
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Industrial Technology - Electronics

Description of Course

The Electronics focus area provides opportunities for students to develop knowledge, understanding and
skills in relation to electronics and associated industries. Core modules develop knowledge and skills in the
use of materials, tools, and techniques related to electronics which are enhanced and further developed
through the study of specialist modules in Circuits and Components and Electronic devices.

Value to Students

The study of Industrial Technology develops in students an understanding of related work environments and
Workplace Health and Safety (WHS) matters while developing a range of skills that will equip them for
future leisure and lifestyle activities, potential vocational pathways, or future learning in the technology
field.

Topics Covered

Core Content

● Electronics 1: Circuits and Components

● Electronics 2: Specialised Module - electronic controlled devices

Design Projects

The majority of the learning takes place in project-based practical experiences. Practical projects reflect the
nature of the Electronics focus area and provide opportunities for students to develop specific knowledge,
understanding and skills related to electronics technologies. Using cutting-edge technology, these may
include electronic circuits and kits, electronic controlled devices, robotic projects, computer systems and
work undertaken on isolated computer components. As an example, a student may learn to design a printed
circuit board using computer-aided design and then manufacture it using the laser cutter. Projects promote
the sequential development of skills and reflect an increasing degree of student autonomy as they progress
through the course.
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Industrial Technology - Timber

Description of Course

The study of Industrial Technology provides students with opportunities to engage in a diverse range of
creative and practical experiences using timber technologies widely available in industrial and domestic
settings. Students study the interrelationship of technologies, equipment and materials and develop skills
through hands-on interaction with these in the design, planning and production of projects.

Value to Students

The study of Industrial Technology develops an understanding of related work environments and Workplace
Health and Safety (WHS) matters while developing a range of skills that will equip students for future leisure
and lifestyle activities, potential vocational pathways, or future learning in the technology field.

Topics Covered

Core Content

● Core Module: Timber 1

● Specialised Module: Timber 2

Design projects may include

● Inlaid Jewel Box

● Rolling Pin

● Dartboard Cabinet

● Turned Item
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Information and Software Technology

Description of Course

People can expect to work and live in environments requiring highly developed levels of computing and
technological literacy. Current technologies are becoming obsolete at a rapid rate and new generations will
need to be flexible to accommodate changes as they emerge. It is important that students learn about,
choose and use appropriate information and software technology and develop an informed awareness of its
capacities, scope, limitations and implications. Technological competence in the rapidly evolving area of
information and software technology will require lifelong learning. Information and Software Technology
assists students to develop the knowledge, understanding and skills to solve problems in real-life contexts.
Through experiential and collaborative tasks, students engage in processes of analysing, designing,
producing, testing, documenting, implementing and evaluating information and software technology-based
solutions.

Value to Students

As a result of studying this course, students will be given the opportunity to develop skills that should help
them make appropriate use of and informed choices about information and software technology both at a
personal level and in the workplace. Students will be prepared for future developments and directions in
the exciting and challenging field of information and software technology. They can develop an interest in,
enjoyment of, and critical reflection about information and software technology as an integral part of
modern society.

Topics Covered

Core Content

Information and Software Technology is a course in which diverse aspects of a student's prior knowledge
and skills can be brought together. Students will be given opportunities to build on information and
communication technology (ICT) skills when using and integrating application programs and hardware
devices. It seeks to provide students with knowledge of past, current, and emerging technologies, data,
hardware, software, and people involved in the field of information and software technology. The core also
includes legal, ethical, social, and industrial issues. Students develop information and software technology
solutions through project work, individually and collaboratively.

Option Projects

● Digital Media

● Desktop Publishing

● Databases

● Web Page Design

● Software Development Programming

● Multimedia and Authoring

● Robotics and Automated Systems
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Languages

Study Pathways - Years 7-12

● Stage 4 (Year 8) students have a language choice between either Japanese or French. This is the
mandatory 100-hour language choice.

● Stage 5 (Years 9 & 10) students have the option to choose French or Japanese as an elective for
Years 9 & 10. Study of their chosen language in Year 8 is a prerequisite for the Stage 5 elective
language.

● Stage 6 (Years 11 & 12) students who have studied a chosen language in Stage 4 and 5 can elect to
do the Continuers course in that language. They are ineligible to study the Beginners course.

Students who have not studied a language in Stage 5, can elect to study a Beginners course in a language in
Stage 6. This is open to any student who has not studied that language in Stage 5.
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French

Description of Course

The French language course provides students with the opportunity to gain effective skills in communicating
in the French language, to explore the relationship between French and English, and to develop an
understanding of French culture.

Value to Students

Students develop the knowledge, understanding and skills necessary for effective communication in French.
They learn to interact, access and respond to information and compose texts. They develop an
understanding of the French language system including sound, writing, grammar and text structure.
Students also develop intercultural understanding of the interrelationship between language and culture
and consider how interaction shapes communication and identity. Students develop the skills to
communicate in French. They listen and respond to spoken French. They learn to read and respond to
written texts in French. Students establish and maintain communication in familiar situations using the
French language. Students explore the diverse ways in which meaning is conveyed by comparing and
contrasting features of the language. They develop a capacity to interact with people, their culture and their
language.

Topics Covered

In the French elective, topics covered over the course of the two years may include:

● Talking about oneself, including home, school and environment

● Describing everyday activities, including school, hobbies and sports

● The world of food and how to order

● Shopping and fashion

● Houses and Real Estate

● Entertainment; listening and learning French modern songs; cinéma

● French Media

● French History
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Japanese

Description of Course

The Japanese language course provides students with the opportunity to gain effective skills in
communicating in the Japanese language, to explore the relationship between Japanese and English, and to
develop an understanding of Japanese culture.

Value to Students

Students develop the knowledge, understanding and skills necessary for effective communication in
Japanese. They learn to interact, access and respond to information and compose texts. They develop an
understanding of the Japanese language system including sound, writing, grammar and text structure.
Students also develop intercultural understanding of the interrelationship between language and culture
and consider how interaction shapes communication and identity. Students develop the skills to
communicate in Japanese. They listen and respond to spoken Japanese. They learn to read and respond to
written texts in Japanese. Students establish and maintain communication in familiar situations using the
Japanese language. Students explore the diverse ways in which meaning is conveyed by comparing and
contrasting features of the language. They develop a capacity to interact with people, their culture and their
language.

Topics Covered

● Family life and home

● Neighbourhoods and communities

● Education and work

● Friends, recreations and pastimes

● Holidays, travel and tourism

● Future plans and aspirations
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Marine and Aquaculture Technology

Description of Course

The aim of the Marine and Aquaculture Technology Years 9–10 Syllabus is to develop in students a capacity
to design, produce, evaluate, sustain, use and manage marine and water-related environments.

This course is designed for students with recreational and/or future vocational interest in the ocean. It
allows students interested in environmental issues to further this interest.

Value to Students

By studying Marine and Aquaculture Technology students develop technological and scientific literacy. They
increase their capacity to think critically by calling upon a wide range of knowledge, procedures and
approaches to analyse issues and develop solutions. They are required to examine the impact of technology
and human activity on the marine environment.

Integral to this course is the ability to research, experiment and communicate in marine and aquaculture
contexts. These form part of a broad set of skills that are transferable to other studies, work, and life
contexts that students may encounter.

Topics Covered

There are compulsory core modules and optional modules.  The first compulsory core module involves
water safety and first aid. It involves specified water skills including swimming 200m in still water.

Other core modules include topics such as:

● Marine plants

● Marine disasters

● Mangroves and estuaries

● Marine mammals

● Dangerous marine creatures

● Antarctica's marine ecology

● Shipwrecks and salvage

● The abyss

There are 48 optional modules that allow students to further develop particular skills and interests.
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Music

Description of Course

The Stage 5 Music Course is designed for students who wish to continue to extend their Stage 4 experiences
in music. The knowledge and skills gained in this course also provide an important foundation for students
wishing to study Music in Years 11 and 12.

In this course students will study The Concepts of Music through the learning experiences of performing,
composing and listening, within the context of a range of styles, periods and genres.

Value to Students

This course is suitable for all students who enjoy music and wish to further expand their knowledge and
performance skills through a hands-on approach to learning. Students studying elective Music are provided
with many opportunities to develop their performance and composition skills. All Elective Music students
are involved in various extra activities. Students are also provided with many performance opportunities,
including participation in a variety of ensembles. All elective students perform in regular lunchtime concerts
and Elective Music Concerts, as well as involvement in co-curricular ensembles to embrace performing
opportunities. Music is a collaborative and inclusive course and is a highly regarded art form at the College.

It is intended that students undertaking Music as an elective for Years 9 and 10 will be keen to commence
learning an instrument. Private instrumental and vocal lessons can be accessed via the Peripatetic Music
Program offered by the College. Those students entering the course who already learn an instrument will be
further extended in their performance abilities. Students will be required to play their chosen instrument in
class, but will also continue to develop new skills on other classroom instruments.

Topics Covered

● Music of the Theatre

● Music of a culture

● Music for Television, Radio and Media

● Australian Art Music

● Rock Music

● Popular Music

● Music of the 20th Century

● Film Music
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Physical Activity and Sports Studies (PASS)

Description of Course

Physical Activity and Sports Studies aims to enhance students’ capacity to participate effectively in physical
activity and sport, leading to improved quality of life for themselves and others.

Students engage in a wide range of physical activities in order to develop key understandings about how
and why we move and how to enhance quality and enjoyment of movement.

Value to Students

This course facilitates a range of learning experiences that provide opportunities for positive interaction
with others in both collaborative and competitive contexts. Theory lessons are directly linked and applied to
practical activities and much of the content is linked to the movement aspects of the Stage 6 PDHPE course.
This provides students with an excellent foundation for the HSC Course in PDHPE. Students learn about the
multi-faceted nature of relevant industries connected to the subject matter. They work towards
performance goals and pursue further training for careers in fields related to recreation; physical activity;
sports and health. The PASS course also incorporates useful skills in organisation, enterprise, leadership and
communication, coaching and teaching.

Topics Covered

The course includes modules selected from each of the following three areas of study.

● Foundations of Physical Activity

● Physical Activity and Sport in Society

● Enhancing Participation and Performance
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Visual Arts

Description of Course

Visual Arts provides students with opportunities to engage in artmaking processes that explore a wide range
of media to produce quality artworks. Students investigate ideas and interests in the world and create a
broad range of artworks in 2D, 3D and 4D. This includes paintings, mixed media, printmaking, photography,
sculpture, ceramics, wearable art and digital photography and multimedia. Students investigate and learn
about the importance of interpreting images through art criticism and history. This includes incorporating
research projects that allow students to enjoy art criticism through excursions to galleries and sites,
workshops from visiting artists and engagement through implementing computer-based technologies.

Value to Students

Students learn to refine their personal skills and undertake more personal exploration of ideas and
art-making practices. Opportunities are given to these students to focus on projects that allow them to
explore and investigate the subject matter in depth. Students learn about the importance of processes of
the Visual Arts Diary in preparation for the Preliminary Visual Arts Course in Year 11.

Topics Covered

Core Content
● Artist Practice

● The Frames

● The Conceptual Frames

Art Making Projects

● Art and the Environment

● Art and Experimentation

● Wearable Art

● Art and Subjective
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